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No other system is more comprehensive and 
beneficial for complete transparency in real 
time with your labor force than PET Tiger. 
 
The versatility of the PET Tiger system has contributed to our unprecedented growth across 
the commodity spectrum. From grapes to berries, orchards to nurseries, the PET system 
brings value to growers, shippers, packers and labor contractors alike, both nationwide and 
internationally. The ability to see production data in real time and the flexibility to control and 
share that data with the right people at the right time will absolutely transform your 
operational efficiency.  
 
PET works great for all sizes of operations 
from the “mom and pop” to corporate giants. 
Orange Enterprises works with the customer 
to tailor the software to their specific needs. 
Providing a system for all areas include 
equipment maintenance, tracking and usage, 
work order generation and completion. It is 
all up to the user and what they want to 
accomplish with the system.  
 
PET Tiger incorporates all types of 
collections devices using barcodes, RFID, 
NPC and GPS, including Bio identification in 
the field! Clock-in with a snap of a face, Yes - 
biometrics in the field. Our versatile mobile 
PET Tiger app tracks hours, pieces, 
equipment, locations and activities. Just snap 
a photo at clock-time to approve identity. 
Regardless of geography PET Tiger users can 
maintain one database for all of their 
employees’ time and piece data. 
 
With the scarcity of today’s labor force, its increasing costs, as well as the swelling 

regulations, many farming 
operations are 
implementing PET Tiger to 
more efficiently manage it 
all. 
Labor tracking in the field, 
cold storage, packing house 
or administration is 
essential to managing your 
operation. As many 
organizations, nationwide 
are experiencing on a daily 
basis, PET Tiger captures 
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time and attendance data for workers and assigns specific jobs to individual workers and 
crews using an iPhone or Android device as well as biometrics if needed.  
 
Taking that further still, the PET system 
can provide you real time production data 
in auto generated reports, emails and 
present that information in real-time on 
large screen displays, your computer or 
smart devices.  
 
Let PET Pocket watch your wallet - 
manage H2A workers and join the club of 
the innovative real time PET TIGER 
System to manage your labor, equipment 
and productivity with integration to your 
existing business applications. 
 
Imagine seeing field production as it is 
happening and displaying that information in the sales, marketing and receiving areas! By 
electronically collecting the labor data, you’ll greatly reduce the administrative time 
confirming the data is accurate and since the PET system integrates with Accounting and 
Payroll, it eliminates the time consuming, manual entry process.  
 

 
Using the PET system to enforce breaks, lunches and other mandated requirements, means 
your labor contractor and yourself are in complete compliance with local, state, federal and 
union mandated requirements. 
 
Orange Enterprises, Inc. with over 30 years of experience integrating software, computers, 
and system, incorporates the newest mobile and biometric technology into today’s payroll 
accounting and logistics giving its user a seamless, paperless and wireless labor tracking 
solution. 
 
Orange Enterprises, Inc. provides onsite and remote installation and training. Our support 
staff works closely with each user to insure they have addressed all the uniqueness of each 
operation.  
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